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William D. Keel 
O n t h e Heimatbestimmung 
of the Ellis County (Kansas) Volga-German Dialects1 
Beginning in 1875, large numbers of German Catholics from Russia settled 
on land purchased from the Kansas Pacific Railroad in Ellis County, Kansas.2 
They came from farming villages established in the 1760s along the Volga River 
at the invitation of Catherine the Great. The names of their new villages in 
Kansas reflected those of their Russian origin: Katharinenstadt, Herzog, 
Schoenchen, Pfeifer, Obermonjou, Liebenthal.3 To this day each village prides 
itself on its German heritage, maintained in foreign environments for over two 
hundred years. 
The German dialects taken to Russia in the eighteenth century by the 
forebears of these Kansans were preserved and passed down from generation to 
generation until the 1940s. The designation of English as the sole language of 
classroom instruction in the aftermath of the First World War took its toll.4 The 
children of the 1920s, who spoke German dialects as their first language, found 
the transition to English in the classroom to be a bitter struggle. They were 
determined to give their children a better start. Thus the generation of the 1940s 
was taught English in the home. The Volga-German dialects of Kansas now face 
certain extinction. 
This study is the search for a linguistic homeland—a Heimatbestimmung— 
for the dialects still spoken in the villages of Ellis County. Such a Heimatbestim-
mung should not be construed to mean that we will determine the points of origin 
for the ancestors of these Kansas-Germans in the German homeland. Rather, it is 
essentially a linguistic description of the Ellis County dialects in terms of the 
characteristics which distinguish the continental West Germanic dialects. The 
result will be a place on the German dialect map for these colonial dialects. The 
Heimatbestimmung is simply an initial step in unwinding the' more involved 
development of these dialects. A more complete study will have to consider such 
factors as the immigration records both to Russia and to Kansas, the establish-
ment of Mutterkolonien and subsequent Tochterkolonien along the Volga, as 
well as the numerous social influences which certainly played a major role in 
shaping the dialects as we find them today.5 
The dialects spoken in Ellis County have often been simply described by the 
village name, e.g., Munjor dialect, Catherine dialect.6 In some studies the 
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dialects are claimed to have their origins in Bavaria, the Lower Rhine, East 
France, Baden, Wiirttemberg, Hesse, the Rhenish Palatinate, the Upper Palati-
nate, Swabia, Niirnberg, or simply southwest Germany.7 Much of the evidence 
used in arriving at these conclusions was fragmentary, hearsay or mere 
speculation. A rigorous study of these dialects is therefore long overdue. 
Data for our study were collected over a two-year period (1979-81) in direct, 
tape-recorded interviews with some sixty native informants in the original 
villages as well as in Hays, Kansas. The basis for each interview was a list of 
forty sentences in English based on the Wenker sentences utilized in German 
dialectology for one hundred years.8 Longer sentences were divided into short 
phrases to facilitate the actual interview. The use of English often meant the loss 
of a particular vocabulary item in the original German of the Wenker sentences, 
but we found that there was no overall loss of data, rather an increase in the 
variety. English was used in the interviews for two very practical reasons: Few 
of the informants knew Standard German and for those who did the tendency to 
give the "correct" form, i.e., instead of the dialect form to give the High 
German equivalent, was a definite problem. The use of the original German 
sentences would have confused the majority of the informants and encouraged 
those who knew Standard German to avoid the dialect word. 
Phonetic transcriptions of these recorded interviews were then compared 
with the results of similar research in Central Europe. The published materials 
of Der Deutsche Sprachatlas, Der Deutsche Wortatlas as well as the numerous 
individual dialect studies such as those by Schirmunski and Wiesinger were 
essential to our efforts.9 We were also able to compare our results with the 
findings of studies conducted during the 1910s and 1920s on the Volga-German 
dialects in Russia and Germany. Von Unwerth interviewed Russian-German 
prisoners of war in a Westphalian camp during 1917.10 On the basis of his 
interviews, using the Wenker sentences, he described three dialects from the 
Volga region: 1) Upper-Hessian (Spessart/Vogelsberg), 2) Hessian-Palatine 
(Worms/Odenwald), 3) West Palatine (Zweibriicken). Dinges, a Volga-German 
linguist at the University of Saratov, concurred in Von Unwerth's description of 
the three above-mentioned dialects on the Volga and added four more dialects to 
the list based on his own research in the Volga colonies: 4) South Hessian 
(Taunus/Aschaffenburg/Darmstadt), 5) East Middle German, 6) East Low 
German, and 7) the city dialect (Stadtmundart) of Katharinenstadt.11 For the 
four West Middle German dialects Dinges offered a set of key words to help 
identify the dialects: 
Upper Hessian: broudzr 'brother,7 fist ' f i r m f l a j 'meat.' 
Hessian-Palatine: fcjt 'firm,' gsbroxz 'broken.' 
West Palatine: fejt 'firm,' gsbrox 'broken,' haus 'house.' 
South Hessian: ftst 'firm,' brudr 'brother,' frtselt 'told.' 
Schirmunski concentrated his research efforts on the Black Sea Germans, but 
also discussed Dinges' findings. Schirmunski expounded the theory that some of 
the so-called South Hessian dialects were the products of developments in the 
Volga colonies which paralleled developments in the South Hessian dialect area. 
These dialects were thus not brought by colonists from Germany to the Volga, 
but derived via dialect mixture and leveling as occurred immediately to the south 
of Frankfurt in Germany. Schirmunski labels such dialects New Hessian.12 
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Sample sentences from the Ellis County dialects, based on the Wenker 
sentences: 
Sentence 4. 
Obermonjou: 
Pfeifer: 
Schoenchen/ 
Liebenthal: 
Herzog: 
Katharinenstadt: 
Sentence 11. 
Obermonjou: 
Pfeifer: 
Schoenchen/ 
Liebenthal: 
Herzog: 
Katharinenstadt: 
Sentence 19. 
Obermonjou: 
Pfeifer: 
Schoenchen/ 
Liebenthal: 
Herzog: 
Katharinenstadt: 
Sentence 24. 
Obermonjou: 
Pfeifer: 
Schoenchen/ 
Liebenthal: 
Herzog: 
Katharinenstadt: 
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'The good, old man broke through the ice with his 
horse and fell into the cold water.' 
dr guda aids man is in ais gabroxa mit dem gaul in kald 
vasr 
dr aid man is dur?n ais gabroxa mit san gaul un ins 
kalda vasr g/tertst 
dr guda alda man is dure dn ais gabroxa mit dn gaul un 
is in kalda vasr nai gfala 
dr guda aids man is dur?n ais gabrox mitsamt sin gaul 
un in kalda vasr gfal 
dr guda alda man is dur?s ais gabroxa mit saim fert un 
is ins kalda vasr gfala 
'I'm going to hit you over the head with a wooden 
spoon, you monkey.' 
if /lag dir ibr dn top midam heltsana lefal du af 
if /lag dir ibr dn top mit dn heltsana lefal du af 
i? /lag dir ibr an top mit nam heltsana lefal du af 
is /lag dir ibr dn top mitn heltsana lefal du af 
if /lag dir inam top mitnam heltsarna lefal du af 
'Who stole my basket of meat?' 
var hat man torb g/tdla mit man flai/ 
ver hat man baeskat uv flS/ g/t6la 
ver hat man torb mit flai/ garapt 
ver hat ma torb mit flai/ g/tdl 
ver hat mai torb flai/ g/tola 
'When we got home last night, the others were already 
in bed and were fast asleep. * 
vi mr tsarik san kuma hun di andara ins bet galegan un 
gfld g/lofa 
vi mr tsarik san kuma gestarn hun si ala galSgan in bet 
un ala g/lofa 
vi mr tsarik san kuma varan di andara /on im bet un 
hun g/lofa 
vi mr tsarik sin kum han si in bet galen un fest g/lof 
vi mr tsarik sin kuma gestarn ovand di andara vara ins 
bet un haba fest g/lafa 
Sentence 26. 'Behind our house there are three beautiful apple trees 
with little red apples.1 
Obermonjou: hinif unsra haus san drai Jens ebalbem mit glana rods 
ebalja 
Pfeifer: hin unsam haus san Jena ebalbem mit Jena roda ebal 
Schoenchen/ 
Liebenthal: hinar unsra haus san drai Jena ebalbem mit glana roda 
ebal 
Herzog: hinif unsra haus sin drai Jena ebalbem mit glena roda 
ebal 
Katharinenstadt: hintar unsar haus sin drai Jena ebalbeim mit Jena roda 
ebalja 
Sentence 40. 'I drove with the people across the meadow and into 
the grain field.' 
Obermonjou: if san mit di lait durg di Jtep gfara ina grin fel 
Pfeifer: if san mit dn lait ibr pastar gfara ins vatsfeld 
Schoenchen/ 
Liebenthal: if san mit di lait ibrn pastar gfara nai ins vatsland 
Herzog: if sin mit da bit ibrs feld gfar nibr in vetsfeld 
Katharinenstadt: if bin mit di bit durfs feld gfara un ins grlna fudar 
In what follows, we will make a step-by-step analysis of the Ellis County 
dialects in order to determine their probable linguistic origins. From the sample 
sentences one can readily determine that none of the dialects exhibits radically 
different forms. However, there are variations in lexical material as well as 
some striking phonetic differences. For instance, the occurrence of/erf vs. gaul 
'horse' in sentence four; the distinction between gftol vs. gjtoh 'stolen' in 
sentence nineteen; the vowel in g$lap vs. gjloja 'slept' in sentence twenty-four; 
or the vowel in glam vs. glens 'small' in sentence twenty-six.13 
Map (1) indicates the major isoglosses of the West Middle German (WMG) 
dialect area in Central Europe. It is clear that all of the Ellis County dialects find 
their origin in WMG territory. Why can we make this claim? First, the Ellis 
County dialects all exhibit the shift of West Germanic intervocalic voiceless 
stops to fricatives (k, t,p > x/q, s,f,) as well as the shift of West Germanic t to 
ts in most other environments. Thus the dialects must originate south of line (1) 
on the map (Koln-Kassel), which delineates Middle German dialects to the south 
from Low German dialects to the north. Examples: 
Ellis County Dialects vs. Low German 
K ik 'I' 
maxs makd 'to make' 
vasr vatr 'water' 
tsait fid 'time' 
kafa hops 'to buy' 
Second, our dialects do not exhibit the Upper German shift of West Germanic p 
to pf in such words as Apfel 'apple' and Pfund 'pound.' Nor do we find the East 
Middle German reflex of word-initial West Germanicp realized as/, e.g.,junt 
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Map 1. The West Middle German Area. 
'pound,' except in the Katharinenstadt dialect. (By the end of our discussion it 
will be clear that the Katharinenstadt dialect is also a WMG dialect, although it 
has undergone a different development.) The Ellis County dialects must be 
located to the north and west of line (2) (Speyer-Kassel), which separates WMG 
to the northwest from Upper German to the south and East Middle German to 
the east. Examples: 
Ellis County Dialects/ vg Upper German/East 
Katharinenstadt ' Middle German 
zbzl apfal 'apple' 
top kspf 'head' 
punt/funt pfunt/funt 'pound' 
pcfr/ftfr p f t f r / f f l r 'pepper' 
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Other evidence which supports the WMG area over South or Southwest 
Germany as the general linguistic homeland for these Kansas-German dialects 
includes the following: 1) Unstressed ch [g] is retained in pronominal forms such 
as ich V mich 'me,' dich 'you, sg.,' euch 'you, pi.,' and sich 'third person 
reflexive.' This characteristic excludes most of the Upper German dialects 
including all of Bavarian, Swabian, and Swiss German as well as substantial 
portions of East Franconian and Alsacian.14 2) The formation of the diminutive 
is based on the typically WMG suffix -chz/-ja (the latter involving slight voicing 
or lenition). The distinctive plural form of this suffix often occurs as -chir/-pr 
as in Jejfor 'little sheep"; many times, however, the plural sounds identical to the 
singular as in fegalfi 'little bird(s)' or ebzlp 'little apple(s).' The form Jdigdlp 
'little story' evidences the double ending common to words ending in g/k in the 
WMG area near and to the north of the Main River. The diminutive ending 
points directly to the Palatinate and the South Hessian area as a potential 
linguistic homeland for these dialects.'5 3) The differentiation in the loss of the 
reduced vowel a in the prefix ge- of past participles in these Ellis County dialects 
also points to the South Hessian area and the Palatinate. Reduced a is typically 
lost before spirants, e.g., gfan 'driven,' gjlofo 'slept,' or gsat 'said.' The vowel 
of the prefix is retained before stops and sonorants, e.g., gsbroxz 'broken,' gzdu 
'done,' or galdfa 'run.' This characteristic separates our dialects from the 
majority of Hessian dialects north of the Main River as well as the Lower 
Alsacian, South and East Franconian dialects bordering the WMG area to the 
south.16 
An important isogloss also eliminates the northwestern part of the WMG 
area from consideration. This is indicated as line (3) on the map (just SE of 
Koblenz). The Ellis County dialects would be located to the south of this line in 
the Rhenish Franconian area, not in the Middle Franconian territory to the north. 
Examples: 
Ellis County Dialects vs. Middle Franconian 
vas vat 'what' 
das dat 'that' 
uf up 'on' 
<hrf dorp 'village' 
Further, the southwest (Lothringian) and the northeast (North or Low Hessian) 
of the Rhenish Franconian area do not exhibit the New High German diphthongs 
(au, ai foij) as reflexes of the Middle High German long high vowels («, I iu) as 
do the Ellis County dialects (see map [1], line 14]). Examples: 
Ellis County Dialects vs. Lothringian/North Hessian 
haus hits 'house' 
haisir hissr 'houses' 
lait Ht 'people' 
baisz bisz 'to bite' 
The salient feature of the Hessian dialects north of Frankfurt (Central or 
Upper Hessian), the so-called gestiime 'toppled' diphthongs (ou, ei, oi as 
reflexes of MHG uo, ie, tie), is also lacking in the Ellis County dialects which 
exhibit the regular long monophthongs U, i, i (the latter also an example of the 
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widespread unrounding of front rounded vowels in Middle and Upper German). 
Examples: 
Ellis County Dialects vs. Central Hessian 
gpud goud 'good' 
brudr brounr 'brother' 
fib leib 'dear' 
mid moid 'tired' 
kpi koi 'cows' 
Map 2. Possible linguistic homelands for the Ellis County dialects: 1) South 
Hessian, 2) Hessian-Palatine, 3) West Palatine. 
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What remains as a possible linguistic homeland for our dialects is the 
Rhenish Franconian dialect area from Zweibriicken to Frankfurt. Since we can 
assume that the Ellis County dialects all represent dialects that left speakers 
behind on the Volga and since we can compare our findings with those of von 
Unwerth, Dinges, and Schirmunski, the Ellis County dialects* (except that of 
Katharinenstadt) are limited to three possible linguistic homelands: 1) South 
Hessian, 2) Hessian-Palatine, 3) West Palatine (see map [2]). 
Many vocabulary items in the Ellis County dialects support this general 
location as well. Examples: kopve 'headache,' laibve 'stomachache,' petr 
'Godfather,' got/get 'Godmother,' dsxtorman 'son-in-law,' hingil 'chicken.' 
An apparent exception to this general rule is Jnerf 'daughter-in-law,' which is 
today found in isolation in the extreme west of the WMG area. In this case the 
Ellis County dialects reflect their two-hundred-year isolation from developments 
in the home country and retain the historically older form rather than replace it 
with a version of Standard German Schwiegertochter. 
Of the three possibilities listed above as potential linguistic homelands for 
the Ellis County dialects (South Hessian, Hessian-Palatine, West Palatine), 
Hessian-Palatine and West Palatine would at first glance seem to be excluded 
because of the characteristic palatalization of s in words such asjfeJV 'firm' in the 
two dialects (see map [1], line [5]). None of the Ellis County dialects exhibits 
this feature. We would appear now to have reduced the possibilities to one, 
South Hessian. Indeed, South Hessian was found to be rather common on the 
Volga.17 Certainly the village dialects of Obermonjou, Schoenchen, Liebenthal 
and Pfeifer would have no problem being classified as South Hessian dialects. 
The dialect of Herzog, however, while not palatalizing s in fest, evidences at 
least three major features which isolate it from the other villages and perhaps 
from South Hessian. 1) The Herzog dialect typically has Hz as the reflex of 
MHG ei; the other villages have a. Examples: 
Herzog Dialect vs. Rest of Ellis County 
hzm ham 'home' 
vets vats 'wheat' 
glen glan 'small' 
sef saf 'soap' 
2) In Herzog the past participles of strong verbs have no ending; in the other 
dialects we find only the loss of final n with a retained. Examples: 
Herzog Dialect vs. Rest of Ellis County 
gjlof gflofo 'slept' 
k urn kums 'come' 
gfiin gfun3 'found' 
gsbrox g^bnxs 'broken' 
3) The past participle of the verb sein 'to be' in the Herzog dialect is gsven 
'been' as opposed to gwest in the others. All three of these characteristics could 
support the classification of the Herzog dialect as a West Palatine dialect, quite 
distinct from the village dialects to the south (Obermonjou, Schoenchen, 
Liebenthal and Pfeifer) and that of Katharinenstadt to the north.18 
What can we conclude about the dialect of Katharinenstadt? We know 
several important facts. Colloquially, the dialect of Katharinenstadt is said to be 
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closer to Hochdeutsch. The vocabulary of Katharinenstadt often exhibits lexical 
items not used in the other dialects which may reflect more influence from the 
written language, e.g.,Jert instead of gaul 'horse,' or bin instead of sin/san '(I) 
am.' Another influence from the written language is undoubtedly the pronuncia-
tion of such words as bourn instead of bam 'tree,' glain instead of glen/glcm 
'small,' hate instead of hun/han '(they) have,' or gflafa instead of gjldf/gjlofi 
'slept.' We also know that the dialect of Katharinenstadt (later Marxstadt) on the 
Volga defied classification.19 Dinges labeled it a Middle German city dialect 
(iStadtmundart). It is really no surprise that the dialect of Katharinenstadt in Ellis 
County reflects the linguistic situation of its namesake on the Volga. 
We have thus arrived at a three-way classification of the Ellis County 
dialects: 1) Katharinenstadt dialect as a WMG Stadtmundart, 2) Herzog dialect 
as a possible West Palatine dialect, and 3) South Hessian dialects in Obermon-
jou, Pfeifer, Schoenchen and Liebenthal. As was noted earlier, this is by no 
means a definitive statement regarding the historical origins of the speakers in 
these villages. Much work also remains to be done in a thorough historical/ 
comparative analysis of these dialects. We have simply classified these Kansas-
German dialects with respect to German dialects in general. We have con-
clusively shown that most of the speculation concerning the dialects spoken in 
Ellis County was apparently based on insufficient evidence. All too often, a 
linguistic feature of these dialects, taken in isolation, might point to an origin in 
another dialect area, e.g., dsxterman 'son-in-law' would support a Swabian 
origin as well as a Palatine or a South Hessian. This type of reasoning has 
perhaps led many to conclude that the dialects are either mixtures of several 
dialects or have their primary origins outside of the Zweibriicken-Frankfurt 
area. We are confident that the phonetic and lexical evidence confirms our 
findings. 
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